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Ready to Relax 

 

Prepare Equipment 
• Camper Trailer stocked with camping gear & pegs 

• Hammer 
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Procedure 

1. Stabilise 
Trailer 

1. Park trailer on level ground, with 
space on passenger side & behind 

2. Drop legs at back of trailer 
 

! If you don’t do this, trailer may tip 

3. Disconnect trailer from car 

4. Adjust jockey wheel or legs to level 
trailer 

5. Clear twigs or stones from area 
where tent will fold out  

Dropping the legs 

 

 
 

 

 

Disconnecting the trailer 

 
 

Camper folds 
out on 
passenger side, 
annex goes out 
the back 

Loosen 
clamp 

On each side, drop 
legs & tighten clamp. 
If required adjust 
legs and jockey 
wheel to level trailer 

1. Insert & tighten jockey 
wheel 

Disconnect chain 
& electrical plug 
2. Disconnect chain 
& electrical plug 

2. Unlock tow 
ball 

3. Wind up jockey 
wheel to release 
from towball 
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2. Fold Out 
Tent 

1. Unhitch elastic of top cover & fold 
from back of trailer towards car 

2. At side of trailer, fold down first flap of 
tent 

3. Fold out next flap 

4. Get one person to lift struts from 
trailer while the other stretches out 
the tent 

5. Peg down corners of floor of tent 

 Don’t unfold annex yet – leave it lying 
across the roof 

Removing Cover 

 
Unfolding Tent 

  

Raising Tent 

  
  

Unhitch elastic 

Fold from back 
towards car 

Fold down 
first flap 

Fold down 
next flap 

Lift struts just 
enough to get 
started… 

…and 
stretch out 
tent 

Peg down 
corners 
Peg down 
corners 
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3. Stabilise 
Tent 

1. Unzip tent door & go inside 

2. Get poles lying on bed 

3. Insert spike of pole into hole of pole 
along top of outer wall 

4. Loosen clamp to lengthen pole & rest 
other end in loop on floor 

5. Lift metal step from bed and insert at 
side of bed 

If you want, you can peg out the guy 
ropes on the basic tent, and sleep in it as 
is. Alternatively, you can continue and 
erect the annex 

  

 

 

 

 
 

  

Make sure you 
get it in the hole 
so it doesn’t 
pierce the canvas 

Spike inserted 
into hole in pole 

Lengthen pole 
so that it rests 
nicely in loop 

Square tube slides into 
square holes in trailer 
behind canvas 
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4. Erect Annex 1. Take poles for annex from storage box at front of trailer and lay them out, 
according to the picture, where the annex goes 

2. Starting with the centre pole at main tent, place a horizontal onto the spike and 
insert it into the hole in the canvas, as per picture 

3. Repeat for other 3 poles along main tent 

4. Lift down roof canvas of annex 

5. Again starting in centre, remove wing nut from pole and insert spike into 
horizontal, lengthening horizontal to suit canvas 

6. Poke through canvas hole  

7. Lengthen support pole to suit and replace wing nut 

8. Repeat with other poles 

9. When doing poles on outside, place guy rope over spike and peg out 

10. Wrap velcro from canvas around horizontals 

Layout of poles for annex 

 

Setting up inner poles 

 
 

Setting up outer poles 

 

Long poles in 
the centre 

Poles with stabilising feet  

Horizontals with 
holes at each 
end 

Put horizontal 
onto spike first, 
then insert spike 
into hole in roof Spike inserted 

through 
horizontal & hole 
in canvas 

After poles are 
inserted next to 
tent, pull down 
annex roof 
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Finishing touches 

 
 

5. Access 
Kitchen 

1. Open tailgate of trailer 

2. Pull out kitchen box partway 

3. Insert legs into sleeves and tighten clamps 

4. Pull box out so it still rests on tailgate 

5. Access kitchen & relax 

Setting up kitchen box 

  
 

Guy rope at 
outer edges 

You can peg down bottom of poles 

Wrap Velcro 
around horizontals 

Pull out partway & 
insert legs 

Box needs to 
rest on tailgate 


